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Parallel Universities
Even as harvard’s planning consul-
tants conclude the private phase of their
development grid for Allston, it is possi-
ble to get a sense of their thinking about
this prospective new campus. And a huge
academic development rising rapidly at

the opposite edge of the continent, in San
Francisco’s Mission Bay, makes tangible
what kinds of challenges and choices
Harvard faces in the near future.

Since Cooper, Robertson & Partners
were hired last spring to create a frame-
work for future development in Allston—
they are scheduled to report by the end of

the academic year—they have quietly as-
sessed the property, infrastructure, and
Harvard’s academic plans. But firm princi-
pal Alex Cooper shared some of his views
on campus planning generally in a Novem-
ber talk at the Graduate School of Design.

One of the keys to successful public
projects, he noted, is that “the table be set
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first,” whether by connecting the lobbies
of future buildings underground as at
Times Square, or by laying out roads and
parks as at Hudson Yards, also in Manhat-
tan, where the streets were built with
holes left for the developers. Sustainable
development starts with infrastructure.
Implicit in this introduction was the no-

tion that Allston is a city-building project
that, to succeed, will require the coopera-
tion of Boston, the state, local residents,
and other stakeholders.

Turning to the immediate assignment,
Cooper outlined a series of campus arche-
types from the English model, as at Ox-
ford, to the dense urban campus typified
by Columbia. Between these, he said, are
wide variations in size and density. Look-
ing just at the Ivy League, Yale at two and
a half miles long is twice the length of the
present Harvard in Cambridge and All-
ston. And the number of square feet per
student ranges from 340 at Columbia up
to 1,300 at Princeton, neatly bracketing
Harvard’s total of 739.

Campus planners face seven generic is-
sues, Cooper continued; the toughest is
the question of campus character. “Every-
one wants to know what it will look like,”
from faculty members to donors. The red
brick and white-framed windows of Har-
vard’s Cambridge campus have been
transplanted across the river by the Busi-
ness School, whose campus he called
“very corporate” and “not at all dense.” “It
is hard to imagine the language of McKim,
Mead and White traveling very far,” he
said, hinting at least at what is not likely to
happen in Allston. MIT, by contrast, he

termed “very institutional,” with large
streets and large buildings.

The second important planning issue,
key for Allston, is the question of connec-
tions. The University of North Carolina at
Charlotte built a loop road and garages,

and began to understand
what it could create based on
the roads. Yale planners
worked to develop a system
of pedestrian walkways.
Pedestrian connections will
certainly be an important
part of Allston, and probably
shuttle buses, but Cooper
didn’t rule out other forms of
transport. How Harvardians
cross the Charles to Allston
may well involve the busi-
ness school campus, Univer-
sity planners have previously
hinted, noting that it is roads
rather than the river that
present obstacles to pedes-
trians. (One citizen’s group

has even suggested construction of a tun-
nel to divert tra∞c from surface roads
along the river.)

Historic settings are the third campus
planning issue. Duke’s original buildings,
for example, were constructed entirely of
special stone from a single quarry; there is
none left. But with clever use of materials,
it is possible to evoke the earlier buildings
by simulating Dukestone, and using a
close match for the trim.

Fourth, Cooper listed “opportunity sites,”
as at UCLA, where an open-space evalua-
tion turned up lots of places where new
buildings could rise, thus diminishing the
need for a new campus. Combined with
selective demolition, he said, lots of space
can often be found.

Town and gown relationships invariably con-
front campus planners. Under this rubric,
Cooper spoke first about the way institu-
tional architecture meets the surrounding
built environment. The Sorbonne in Paris,
where one community dissolves into the
other, is a perfect town-gown fit. Harvard
Square, he said, is the same way, making
the town-gown issue vanish, at least from
an architectural perspective. Politically, he
acknowledged, town-gown relationships
are “usually fractious.”

Cooper termed “stewardship of place” a
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Left: The 43-acre University of California at
San Francisco’s Mission Bay site today, with the
city and the Bay Bridge beyond. A biomedical
research campus is rising on an Allston-like site
formerly occupied by warehouses and railyards.
Below: The same site in March 2003 reveals
how rapidly development there has progressed. 
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sixth concern. In a relatively pristine set-
ting, that means preserving natural won-
ders. But landscapes can also be improved
by new construction: at Yale, a sewer pro-
ject presented the opportunity to create
new paths and parks.

Finally comes the issue of security, for
residents and for specialty workers.
“There will be a lot of science in Allston,”
said Cooper, and “scientists, like archi-
tects, often work late into the night.”

Following his presentation, Cooper
fielded questions about transportation,
the river, and the landscape. “The river
will not be moved,” he said, laughing, “de-
spite Rem’s suggestion.” (Architect Rem
Koolhaas had suggested this “thought ex-
periment” as a way to unify the Cam-
bridge and Allston campuses. Horrified
Harvard administrators suppressed his
report.) Cooper observed that the
Charles, because it is dammed, is already
more a lake than a river. Many parts of
Harvard’s Allston property are very wet,
but can’t be drained to the river because
they are too low. He went so far as to say
that the form of the campus may be
shaped by the water-management solu-

tion that planners devise. What that
means, he said in response to a question,
is not “Venice in Allston”—but “water on
the ground one can imagine.” More
specific he has declined to be until the
firm reports to Harvard administrators.

Allston plans will likely include—
in addition to undergraduate housing and
sites for the schools of public health and
education—a significant science compo-
nent, because science is the most rapidly
growing area of research at Harvard. And
an excellent model for understanding how
Harvard might expand is coming together
right now a continent away, in what is the
country’s largest academic biomedical ex-
pansion. The University of California at
San Francisco (UCSF) Mission Bay cam-
pus, which includes student housing and a
large community center, is devoted to sci-
ence, and has already addressed many of
the same issues that now face Harvard in
Allston and Cambridge. Physically, the
sites are remarkably similar: railyards and
warehouses; low wet ground that has to be
squeezed dry or packed with fill before
structures can be built; inadequate infra-
structures; a location hard by a highway
and bordering water; a place separated
from what has traditionally been the main
campus by both distance and heavily
tra∞cked roadways.

Redevelopment of Mission Bay, origi-
nally owned by a railroad, was proposed
as early as 1981, but the land lay fallow for
years. Chancellor J. Michael Bishop, M.D.
’62, S.D. ’04, explained during an inter-
view in January how “UCSF urgently
needed to expand” from its cramped
quarters at Parnassus Heights, a hospital
district not unlike the Longwood medical
area in Boston. UCSF considered several
new sites, Mission Bay among them, but
initially the land there was astronomi-
cally expensive. It was also across the city
from the main campus, which overlooks
Golden Gate Park. 

Then an enlightened partnership was
formed among the city, UCSF, local busi-
ness leaders led by biochemist William J.
Rutter ’49, the former UCSF professor and
Harvard Overseer who founded Chiron,
and landowner Catellus Development
Corporation. In 1997, Catellus agreed to
donate 3o acres in the middle of its 303-
acre industrial holdings to UCSF, and the
city agreed to donate 13 more. Catellus was
convinced that a new campus at Mission
Bay would attract biotech investment.

The result was a “win-win-win,” said
Regis Kelly, UCSF’s former executive vice
chancellor. The city, which brokered the
deal, stood to benefit from the increased
tax revenues associated with eventual
commercial development in the area.
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Looking toward the Boston skyline, Harvard’s
existing Allston holdings include the riverfront
athletic facilities (which may become home to
a system of new undergraduate Houses) as
well as industrial warehouses, railyards, and
commercial land beyond the Harvard Stadium.
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Catellus received a tax credit,
staged to take advantage of in-
creased land values attributable
to USCF’s presence. Catellus fur-
ther agreed to provide infrastruc-
ture for the UCSF site: water,
sewers, electricity, and fiber op-
tics. These improvements, com-
pleted in advance of construc-
tion, were financed through a
deal with the city that froze the
tax base, explained Catellus se-
nior vice president Andrea Jones.

Increased tax revenues from
incremental increases in the un-
derlying land value (due to the
development) are being used to
pay o≠ low-interest bonds that financed
the improvements. When the bonds are
fully paid, the city will collect the full tax
revenue on land that will be much more
valuable than it is today. The overall site
will eventually include 6,000 units of hous-
ing, 5 million square feet of o∞ce and
biotechnology laboratory space, 50 acres of
open space, and the 43-acre UCSF campus. 

Whether Harvard and Boston could
form such a creative partnership remains
an open question. Harvard, moreover, is
serving as its own developer in Allston.
But Harvard has acted with enlightened
self-interest before, from the donation of
land along the Charles for a public park a
hundred years ago to recent donations of
property for a public library branch in
Allston; it did so again when it granted
the state’s local transit authority access to
its Allston rail holdings.

Even taking the fortuitous gifts of land
and infrastructure to UCSF into account,

the progress of the Mission Bay campus
has been remarkable, in part because the
university felt pressure to uphold its com-
mitment to provide an economic stimulus
to an underdeveloped area. Said Bishop,
“That, along with the academic needs, is
what propelled the vigor with which we
developed the site. What we have
achieved there in five years is just wildly
beyond anyone’s expectations. There
were a lot of people who doubted that we
could, first, get the academic community
to decide what to do, and second, build
half a dozen buildings in that time,
finance it, pay for it—but we have.”

The original plan was to start with a
modest 72,000-square-foot building (a bit
smaller than the Inn at Harvard, in Har-
vard Square). But a 44-member faculty
committee decided in the course of two
years that the scheme with the least nega-
tive impact on the university overall was
to move one of the two graduate programs
and a major portion of its core faculty, es-

sentially dividing the scientific commu-
nity in half. The first phase of construc-
tion was scaled up dramatically to in-
clude half a dozen buildings, including

four research facilities, a community cen-
ter, and a housing complex. Forty-three
percent of the nearly $1-billion price tag
has been funded by philanthropy and the
rest by equity (indirect cost recovery on
research grants). At full buildout, in about
15 years, some 9,100 people are expected to
work and study in 20 buildings at the site.

There were two poles of opinion among
the committee members who came up
with the plan for the initial move, said
Keith Yamamoto, a faculty leader who is
now executive vice dean of the UCSF
medical school. “One group said, ‘Pick up
programs and move them intact and very
carefully put them down. We have great
programs; don’t screw them up.’ The
other pole said, ‘No other academic med-
ical center has the opportunity to develop
2.5 million square feet from a blank slate.
This is a chance to do something really
bold and exciting,’ symbolized, for exam-
ple, by mixing clinical and basic scientists
elbow to elbow in a whole new way in

Meanwhile, back in Cambridge, students of Bucksbaum professor in urban de-
sign Joan Busquets have transformed their studio class at the Graduate School of De-
sign into a book, Bringing the Harvard Yards to the River. Working from the premise
that Harvard as it developed has never been understood synthetically or drawn com-
prehensively, the students made the first detailed maps of the entire campus and its
buildings. The book documents the spatial evolution of the campus over time and
leads to an understanding of Harvard as “a series of visions, only fragments of which
get built,” notes project director and critic in urban design Felipe Correa.The book

further explores ways to improve
connections between Harvard’s open
spaces and the river parklands by re-
garding the Charles not as “a divider
between the Cambridge and Allston
campuses but as a potential glue” that
could bring them together.
Students in a Design School studio de-
vised new ways of tying the existing
campus to the Charles. Above, Miks
Karklins reconfigures the river’s edge
and roads to create parks along 
its banks and at crossings. Left, Ben
Matteson envisions an island park 
connected to shore by footbridges that
relieve traffic problems and open a 
vista to the historic Longfellow House.
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order to truly integrate these disciplines.”
In the end, the initial moves approxi-

mated the conservative approach of mov-
ing programs nearly intact. “But in our re-
port,” said Yamamoto, “we noted that this
was just the first step, and that the final
product would look very di≠erent. We
have already begun salting in physician-
scientists among the basic researchers.”
These e≠orts will be greatly enhanced
with the next phase of development,
which will include the construction of
several research buildings focused on
specific health problems. There will also
be a building for ambulatory outpatient
care and “translational” research. “The
practice of medicine,” predicted Ya-
mamoto, “will increasingly interface in a
direct way with research,” as it does now
in certain elements of cancer care, so re-
searchers will actually involve patients in
their investigations.

For now, “it is too early to judge how
well this division of graduate programs
has worked” from a science perspective,
said Bishop. “What has worked is that the
people who moved to Mission Bay are very
happy. And the secret to that was to move
enough people in a short enough span of
time that there would be a critical mass, an
adequate intellectual community.” Allston
planners have reportedly raised this issue
of “critical mass,” implying that construc-
tion there will have to be fast-tracked and
on a large scale. Achieving that at Mission
Bay required an ambitious construction
program, starting with Genentech Hall’s
434,000 gross square feet. The building at
capacity holds 1,100 researchers and sup-
port sta≠.

For all the similarities between Boston
and San Francisco, Mission Bay is much
farther from Parnassus Heights than All-
ston is from Harvard Square. A shuttle
ride of 20 minutes divides the two Califor-
nia campuses, so Bishop adheres to a prin-
ciple of autonomy: “People talk of sustain-
ing the connections, but however laudable
that is, the rock bottom for success is that
both sites have to be self-su∞cient in cer-
tain ways, and in large ways, intellectually
even. They can enrich each other, but they
should be good enough that if an earth-
quake removed one of them, the other
would continue to thrive.

“The major negative impact,” he adds,
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“Your brain doesn’t run at three gigahertz, believe me,” kids professsor
of chemistry and of physics Hongkun Park. But even though the brain is not as
fast as a computer, it is much better at having a conversation or recognizing a face.
“That’s because it has di≠erent operating principles,” Park says. Scientists have
studied individual neurons and, using MRI, have studied whole brains, but the
intermediate step—how connectivity among tens of thousands of neurons relates
to function—is poorly understood. Park, who is one of the first scientists to make
a transistor from a single molecule (a switch so small that it wiggles and bounces
when a single electron passes through), has started a project to electrically inter-
rogate every single neuron in a slice of functioning brain simultaneously, in real
time, to monitor how chemical imbalances propagate between neurons. Eventu-
ally, he hopes to understand the dynamics of the brain’s neural network. Park was
born in Korea into a family of many doctors. “They could make a general hospi-
tal,” he says. He came to this country after college and mandatory military ser-
vice, earning a Ph.D. from Stanford in 1996. After postdoctoral work at Lawrence-
Livermore National Laboratory, he arrived at Harvard in 1999. Park, whom at least
one colleague calls “the best condensed-matter physicist at Harvard,” teaches
freshmen their chemistry and his young daughter her do-re-mi’s. “Playing with
your child,” he says, “is probably the most joyous thing you can do.”

H A R V A R D  P O R T R A I T

Hongkun Park

P h o t o g r a p h  b y  S t u  R o s n e r
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“and it wasn’t a secret at all, is
that if you move a lot of people
from a site like Parnassus
Heights, that site has been di-
minished until they are re-
placed. The main angst is
among the people who re-
mained. They wonder, ‘When
are we going to be reconsti-
tuted into the kind of community that we
were before?’” President Lawrence H.
Summers, who has visited UCSF, and the
Allston planners have to contend not only
with this issue, but with wider commu-
nity concerns as well.

Harvard has never suggested that it
might construct an academic health center
in Allston—after all, the Longwood med-
ical area is not far away—but Summers has
expressed the hope that Boston could be-
come a center for the biotechnology indus-
try. Regis Kelly, who is now executive di-
rector of the California Institute for
Quantitative Biomedical Research, located
at the Mission Bay campus, said the con-
cept of an academic health center has gone
from a two-tiered to a three-tiered struc-
ture, with basic science research, the
biotech industry, and the clinical commu-

nity working together to ad-
vance health science. In order to facilitate
such interactions, Kelley regularly inter-
views every scientist in his institute. Then
he talks to venture capitalists, “industry’s
equivalent to a knowledge broker,...to see
whether they have got a company that
might be interested in something we are
doing. Then we can set up a confidentiality
agreement.” The result, he says, is good for
UCSF, for patients, for industry, for ven-
ture capitalists, for the city, for developers
like Catellus, and ultimately, “for the Cali-
fornia economy.”

Even the laboratories at Mission Bay are
set up to facilitate this kind of technology
transfer. “We group people according to
scientific overlap,” Kelly said, “so they can
be from clinical departments, academic
departments, even di≠erent schools. That,
I have to say, is an administrative night-

mare, but we had to make a decision: Are
we here to make life simple for the admin-
istrators or for the scientists?”

Much as Allston is still in the future,
UCSF Mission Bay is only a beginning,
even with buildings up and running. In
its next phase, UCSF aspires to integrate
the research and clinical work even more
closely together, and to establish addi-
tional links to adjacent commercial bio-
medical development. Likewise, what is
being planned for Allston right now in-
volves only the core of Harvard’s exten-
sive land holdings. Over time, it is possi-
ble to imagine closer collaborations
between clinical and pure researchers
there, and perhaps even spillovers into
the private sector that might give life to
Summers’s aspirations for a major bioin-
dustry center.

Money-Manager
Transition
The university announced on January 11
that Jack R. Meyer, M.B.A. ’69, president
and chief executive o∞cer of Harvard
Management Company (HMC), would
“conclude his service” sometime after the
close of the fiscal year in June. Meyer has
been at HMC’s helm since 1990. The en-
dowment was then valued at approxi-
mately $4.8 billion; it reached a record
$22.6 billion as of June 30, 2004, after that

fiscal year’s distribution of $897 million to
support Harvard operations and Allston
campus development (more than triple
the $258 million in capital gifts received
during the same period). Following the
course of several other HMC investment
professionals who have compiled superior
performance records in recent years and
then left to establish private money-man-
agement enterprises—typically with a
contract to continue managing funds for
Harvard—Meyer and four colleagues will
launch their own firm after departing
later this year.

That significant news overshadowed,
and in part subsumed, the Thanksgiving-
week announcement on HMC portfolio
managers’ compensation for fiscal year
2004 (see “Compensation Controversy,
Continued,” page 60). After compensation
for fiscal year 2005 is reported, the issue
will be moot so far as top-ranking portfo-
lio managers David R. Mittelman and
Maurice Samuels are concerned. They, Ed-
ward DeNoble (emerging-markets bond
manager), and Michael Pradko (HMC’s
chief risk o∞cer) are the senior personnel
leaving with Meyer.

California dreaming. Upper left: The first phase of UCSF’s
Mission Bay campus takes shape around a quad; it includes a
community center that sells memberships to the public. Left:
The community center’s roof will include an outdoor pool.
Above: The 434,000-square-foot Genentech Hall, the site’s
first building, was completed in 2003. It features laboratory
“neighborhoods” clustered off loop corridors.
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